Dear student,
The University is beginning to open up to the public again, just one step at a time and very aware of its
social distancing commitments.
But for everything to work, we ALL need to cooperate and follow a few simple rules. EVERYONE IS
RESPONSIBLE for their own actions and this is fundamental for our well-being and that of the whole UniTo
community.
So, firstly, find out when you have in-person lessons by checking the course website – even though all lessons
will also be available online. If you are not feeling well or can't go to your lesson, logon to the lesson online
and see how the situation evolves.
Here's some useful information for the next few months at UniTo:
1. Check out the course pages regularly to see how the teacher gives their lesson (only online; online and
in-person).
2. It is always important to be up to date about what is happening at university – but especially now. So
check your university email regularly as well as the Coronavirus section on the unito.it portal and the
Courses 2020-2021 section in your MyUnito.
3. You can access UniTo locations provided you do not have breathing difficulties or that your body
temperature is not over 37.5 degrees Celsius. If you have had a temperature over the last few days you
must stay at home for three days until it goes down and only go to university when the situation
stabilises.
4. You must attend classes online if you think you have been in contact with people over the last 14 days
who have tested positive.
5. Download the Unito "MyUniTo" app, so you can stay up to date about what is happening at university as
well as reporting your presence on university premises. There is a QRcode at the entrances of UniTo
buildings so you can record your presence. Once you have the app, you won't create queues and
everything will be quicker.
6. Signs will help you keep your distance and move safely around classrooms and shared spaces (corridors,
entrances, near drink machines). Look for signs when you go into the building and follow the rules.
7. Use the Student booking system on your MyUniTo to attend the in-person activities.
8. You must always wear your mask on Unito premises.
9. Sanitise your hands frequently.
10. Always keep your distance when you’re going to class or leaving at the end of the lesson; when you're
in the corridors or outside the classroom. We know it's difficult, but we need to be patient now so that
we can relax again in the future.
11. Once in the classroom, you will see signs to where you can sit, so it will be easier for you to keep your
distance.
12. Don't blame staff who ask you not to stop and talk to your friends or who won’t let you into the classroom
if you haven’t booked. They are only doing this because they care about your health!
Stay up-to-date by regularly checking the section “Back to UniTO: access to University venues”

